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Prevent Your Pipes & Gutters
from Freezing this Winter

SR / SRP Series Self-Regulating Heating Cable are both effective solutions
to cold weather problems in both residential and commercial applications,

providing freeze protection for winter conditions down to -40 degrees.

Selecting SR Heating Cable
Length for Roof & Gutter De-Icing
Follow this Simple Formula Before the Winter Freeze.

If snow and ice accumulates on your roof, self-regulating heating cables are an easy and effective
to solution to melt the ice dams before they cause major damage and the summer months

are the ideal time for installation.

Why You Still Need Controllers 
with Self-Regulating Heating Cables

Even though self-regulating heating cables are able to adjust the amount of heat that they produce on their

own, pipe trace controllers monitor the ambient temperature as it falls below the freezing point to help

optimize system performance and save energy.  

For Complete Product Line Visit Our Website
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